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ADS contains 429 refereed papers dealing with Gaia and clusters 
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Gaia’s first sky map

Figure courtesy ESA/Gaia/DPAC



Gaia’s first sky map

Figure courtesy ESA/Gaia/DPAC



Nomenclature (still evolving today ...)

Figure courtesy Roth Ritter

q In Milky Way disk:
q Star forming region: group of (very) young, (partially) embedded stars
q OB/T Tau association: unbound group of ~102-3 coeval, young stars
q Young moving group: dispersing association (e.g., AB Dor, β Pic, Tuc-Hor)
q Stream: dispersing association (e.g., Psc-Eri)
q Open (star) cluster: (loosely) bound group of ~103-4 coeval stars
q Moving group: resonance structure comprising genetically unlinked stars

q In Milky Way (bulge and) halo:
q Globular cluster: compact, bound group of ~105-6 (very) old stars
q Stream: fossil, tidal remnant of infalling galaxy or dispersing globular
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Globular clusters

Figure courtesy Roth Ritter

q Surviving witnesses of star and galaxy formation in the early universe
q Beacons carrying crucial information on the assembly history of the Milky Way
q Probes of the Milky Way potential
q Cradles of stellar-mass black holes (gravitational waves) & other exotica

q Canonical Milky Way catalogue (Harris 2010) has 157 entries
q Gaia has observed them all (Baumgardt et al. 2019, Vasiliev 2019)
q Gaia DR2 revealed a few more (Camargo & Minniti 2019, Gran et al. 2019) 

and a few dozen are still hidden towards the Bulge (see Palma et al. 2019)

q Gaia DR2: proper motions, distances, orbits, internal dynamics (rotation, 
dynamical relaxation, velocity anisotropy, stripping, ...), etc.
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q Gaia DR2: proper motions, distances, orbits, internal dynamics (rotation, 
dynamical relaxation, velocity anisotropy, stripping, ...), etc.

NGC 104 (Bianchini et al. 2019)



Gaia’s sky map

Figure courtesy ESA/Gaia/DPAC



M4 in ESASky with Gaia positions

Pancino et al. (2017): “The [Gaia] astrometry will be only marginally 
affected by crowding, even for the most field-contaminated bulge GCs”



Gaia’s performance in dense areas
q De Bruijne & De Marchi (2011) 

simulated Gaia’s view of the 
R136 “starburst” in the LMC

q Even a density of ~1.5 million 
stars deg-2 is “no problem” for 
Gaia’s on-board detection

q Obviously, crowding causes 
window truncation and blending

q Crowded regions are therefore 
incomplete in Gaia DR2

q BP/RP/RVS suffer most ...

Figure courtesy NASA/ESA



Globular clusters in Gaia DR2

Figure courtesy Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018)



Movie courtesy Jos de Bruijne

Example of an orbit



Globular clusters in Gaia DR2

Figure courtesy Vasiliev (2019)

Clusters orbits in the outer 
Galaxy are strongly radially 
anisotropic (see also Riley 
et al. 2019)

Clusters in the central 10 
kpc have a mean rotational 
(prograde) velocity up to 
50–80 km s-1 and a nearly 
isotropic velocity dispersion 
of 100–120 km s-1

Disk destroys satellites on 
radial orbits or intrinsic to 
Milky Way formation?



Globular clusters: 1999 versus 2019

Jerry Ostriker at IAU Symposium #113 (1985): 

“Now that we understand everything about globular clusters, 

we can use them as tracers for other galactic processes”



q Fully relaxed � outer regions show clear signs of (potential) escapers and 

tidal interactions (Savino & Posti 2019, Kundu et al. 2019, de Boer et al. 2019, 

Baumgardt et al. 2019, Ibata et al. 2019a, 2019b)

q Isotropic� there is substantial evidence for velocity anisotropy (e.g., Milone

et al. 2018 find β ~ -0.2 in the inner regions of 47 Tuc; cf. Jindal et al. 2019)

q Non-rotating: Bianchini et al. 2018 report the discovery of rotation at >3σ

levels for 11 clusters, with V/σ ~ 0.08–0.51 (see also Gaia Collaboration et al. 

2018, Sollima et al. 2019, Vasiliev 2018, 2019)

q Spherical� many clusters show clear signs of non-spherical symmetry (e.g., 

van de Ven et al. 2006 find an axial ratio of 0.78�0.03 for ω Cen)

q Single, old stellar population� CMDs show clear evidence for multiple 

stellar populations, confirmed spectroscopically (e.g., Milone et al. 2013) and 

now kinematically with Gaia (Cordoni et al. 2019)

Globular clusters: 1999 versus 2019



Globular clusters: 1999 versus 2019
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Globular clusters: 1999 versus 2019
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Gaia’s sky map

Figure courtesy ESA/Gaia/DPAC



Fimbulthul stream and ω Cen
q Brightest globular cluster in the sky (36’ diameter): 4�106 M� distributed 

over 10 million, 11.5 Gyr old stars in

Figures courtesy Rodrigo Ibata and NASA, ESA, and the Hubble SM4 ERO Team

50 pc diameter cluster at 4.85 kpc 
q Upper limit of 1�104 M� for central 

intermediate-mass black hole
q Three distinct stellar populations with 

different ages and metallicities
q Core of a disrupted dwarf galaxy with 

the Fimbulthul stream being its trailing 
tidal arm (Ibata et al. 2019a, 2019b; 
see also Savino & Posti 2019 and 
Kundu et al. 2019 for escapers)



ω Cen

Figure courtesy Khyati Malhan

Fimbulthul stream



Fimbulthul stream and ω Cen

Figures courtesy Rodrigo Ibata and NASA, ESA, and the Hubble SM4 ERO Team



Fimbulthul stream and ω Cen

Figures courtesy Rodrigo Ibata and NASA, ESA, and the Hubble SM4 ERO Team
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Open clusters

Figure courtesy Roth Ritter

q How / when / where / why do clusters form?
q Internal structure, mass segregation, flattening, mass & luminosity function, ...
q How / when / where / why do clusters evaporate and populate the field?
q How do galactic disks evolve?
q Trace runaway stars back to parent cluster / association
q Milky Way disk tracers (migration, resonances, heating, chemical evolution, ...)
q Test stellar structure and evolution models across the full mass spectrum
q Variability (Cepheids, RR Lyraes, ...) and multiplicity (including planets)
q ...



Open clusters before Gaia

Figure courtesy NASA/JPL-Caltech/R. Hurt 

q WEBDA (Mermilliod 1995)
q DAML (Dias et al. 2002)
q MWSC (Karchenko et al. 2013)
q Some 3006 clusters* known
q Knowledge heavily biased

q Most are nearby
q Complete to ~1.5 kpc(?)
q Size of nucleus depends on 

distance (detection bias)
q Some 100,000 could exist ...

*Includes asterisms, remnants, 
and associations and excludes 
embedded clusters (Bica et al. 
2019 has 10,978 entries)



Open clusters and Gaia

Figure courtesy ESA/Gaia/DPAC

q End-of-mission astrometric accuracy rule of thumb at 15th magnitude
q 1% accuracy at 1 kpc (for a single star)
q 5% accuracy at 5 kpc (for a single star)

q Detection of clusters (all sky, faint, complete, accurate, precise, unbiased)
q Determination of members (astrometry + photometry + spectroscopy)
q Characterisation of clusters (distances, motions, orbits, ages, metallicities)
q Characterisation of cluster members (binaries, variables, abundances)

Type Number known < 1 kpc < 5 kpc
Globular clusters 157 0 15

Open clusters 3006 370 ~2630
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Membership determination
q There is not a single, perfect method ...
q The most suitable method depends on

q Available data (proper motions, distances, radial velocities, ...)
q Availability of prior information (blind search, known object, ...)
q Approach (maximum likelihood, Bayesian, machine learning, ...)
q Science case (completeness versus contamination, ...)
q Type of object (extended moving group, dense cluster, ...)
q Distance (projection effects, completeness near/far end, ...)
q Other considerations / properties (density of field, age, ...)
q Pragmatic issues (run time, availability of code, local expert, ...)

q All methods share that they identify clustering in / coherence of the 
(often multi-dimensional) data



Membership methods (non-exhaustive ... ctd)
q Moving cluster / convergent point methods

q Charlier (1916), Brown (1950), Jones (1971), De Bruijne (1999)
q Spaghetti method (Hoogerwerf & Aguilar 1999)
q Convergent Point Search Method (Galli et al. 2012, CPSM)
q Convergent Point Analysis Tool (Rodriguez et al. 2013, CPAT)
q LACEwING (Riedel et al. 2017, LocAting Constituent mEmbers In 

Nearby Groups)
q Bayesian methods

q BANYAN and BANYAN Σ (Malo et al. 2013 and Gagné et al. 2018, 
Bayesian Analysis for Nearby Young AssociatioNs)

q BAMG (Lee & Song 2018, Bayesian Analysis of Moving Groups)
q Chronostar (Crundall et al. 2018)



Membership methods (non-exhaustive ... ctd)
q HMAC (Galli et al. 2019, Hierarchical Mode Association Clustering)
q SNN (Chen et al. 2018, 2019, Shared Nearest Neighbour)
q StarGO (Yuan et al. 2018, Stars' Galactic Origin, Self-Organising Maps)
q Clusterix (Galadí-Enríquez et al. 1998, Balaguer-Núñez et al. 2019)
q UPMASK (Krone-Martins & Moitinho 2014, Unsupervised Photometric 

Membership Assignment in Stellar “K”lusters)
q OPTICS (Cánovas et al. 2019, Ordering Points To Identify Clustering 

Structure)
q DBSCAN and HDBSCAN (Ester et al. 1996, Gao et al. 2014, 

[Hierarchical] Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise)
q K-means (El Aziz et al. 2016), FiEstAS (Ascasibar & Binney 2005), EnBiD

(Sharma & Steinmetz 2006), EnLink (Sharma & Johnston 2009), ...



Membership methods (non-exhaustive ... ctd)
q Combinations of methods: 

q DBSCAN + ANN (Castro-Ginard et al. 2019, Artificial Neural Network)
q K-d tree partitioning + GMM + UPMASK (Cantat-Gaudin et al. 2019, 

Gaussian Mixture Model)
q Etc.
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Gaia DR1: Gaia Collaboration et al. (2017)
q Validation of Gaia DR1/TGAS 

using 19 clusters <500 pc

q Some ~15-150 members

q Find members out to ~15 pc 

(which is selected field size)

q Distances in line with 

literature, with one exception 

(see later)

q Narrow main sequences, for 

instance Hyades (see later)

q TGAS = tip of the iceberg ...



Gaia DR1: Gaia Collaboration et al. (2017)
q Validation of Gaia DR1/TGAS 

using 19 clusters <500 pc

q Some ~15-150 members

q Find members out to ~15 pc 

(which is selected field size)

q Distances in line with 

literature, with one exception 

(see later)

q Narrow main sequences, for 

instance Hyades (see later)

q TGAS = tip of the iceberg ...

NGC 2516: Jeffries et al. (2001)



Gaia disproves cluster existence
q Piatti et al. (2017) study 7 clusters through 

multiband photometry + TGAS astrometry for 
bright end

q Two clusters “do not show self-consistent 
evidence to be physical systems”

q Piatti (2017) studies 15 clusters through 
multiband photometry + TGAS astrometry for 
bright end

q Ten “catalogued aggregates do not show any 
hint of being real physical systems”



Gaia reveals cluster existence
q Koposov et al. (2017) systematically 

searched the Gaia DR1 position 
catalogue for position overdensities

q Known dwarf galaxies show up
q Note: Antoja et al. (2015) predict 

new ultra-faint dwarf galaxy 
detections!

q “These examples demonstrate the 
incredible purity and quality of the 
Gaia Catalogue, and highlight 
Gaia’s superb satellite discovery 
capabilities even without colour 

information”



Gaia reveals cluster existence
q Koposov et al. (2017) 

discovered a new cluster ~11’ 
from Sirius (“Gaia 1”)

q A 10σ detection, actually also 
seen in WISE star counts

q Spectroscopic confirmation by 
Simpson et al. (2017)

q Old (3 Gyr), thick-disk cluster 
(zmax ~ 1.1 kpc) at ~4.5 kpc

q Did it survive ~30 galactic-
plane passages?!

q Links to extra-galactic origin 
discussion ...
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Images courtesy Anthony Ayiomamitis and Gaia Collaboration

The Pleiades cluster



Images courtesy Anthony Ayiomamitis and Gaia Collaboration

The Pleiades cluster

Galli et al. (2017)
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Open cluster census based on Gaia DR2

Table courtesy Tristan Cantat-Gaudin

q Cantat-Gaudin et al. (2018): 1229 detections using UPMASK applied to 
3383 fields containing known clusters (incl. 60 serendipitous detections)

q Cantat-Gaudin et al. (2019) and Castro-Ginard et al. (2019) search for 
new open clusters in selected fields (see also Ferreira et al. 2019)

Number of clusters with at least N stars having 
membership probabilities ≥ p [%]

q Soubiran et al. (2018) 
added Gaia radial 
velocities for 861 clusters

q Bossini et al. (2019) 
derived “Bayesian” ages 
for 269 clusters



Figures courtesy Tristan Cantat-Gaudin

NGC 2509

A simple proper motion selection reveals a detailed CMD sequence �
age, stellar evolution, targets for spectroscopic observations, ...

PanSTARRS DR1
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Figures courtesy Tristan Cantat-Gaudin

NGC 2509

A simple proper motion selection reveals a detailed CMD sequence �
age, stellar evolution, targets for spectroscopic observations, ...



Figure courtesy Tristan Cantat-Gaudin

NGC 2509

DAML (912 pc)

Carraro & Costa (2007; 2900 pc)

MWSC (1700 pc)



Figure courtesy Tristan Cantat-Gaudin

Ruprecht 91



Distribution

Figure courtesy Robert Trumpler (1930), based on 334 clusters

Note: old (pre-
1958) galactic 
coordinates!



Distribution

Old clusters are 
mostly in the 

outer disk (see 
also Dias et al. 

2019)

Figure courtesy Tristan Cantat-Gaudin
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2019)

Figure courtesy Tristan Cantat-Gaudin



Figure courtesy Tristan Cantat-Gaudin

Distribution

q Clusters migrate outwards during their lifetime?
q The inner regions of the Galaxy are too dense for clusters to survive?
q Observational biases prevent us from detecting (old) inner clusters?



Figure courtesy Caroline Soubiran

Kinematics

Scale height = f(age)

Velocity = f(age, |Z|)



Figure courtesy Diego Bossini

Ages



Selected Gaia DR2 examples (1/2)

Figure courtesy Roth Ritter

q Luminosity spread in Pleiades caused by star spots (Guo et al. 2018)

q Radius inflation in Hyades caused by magnetic activity (Jähnig et al. 2019)

q Alignment of stellar & binary orbital with cluster spins (Kamann et al. 2019)

q Membership, age and mass distribution, 3D shape, sub-clustering, kinematics, 

expansion of associations (Luhmann 2018, Karnath et al. 2019, Fleming et al. 

2019, Herczeg et al. 2019, Zari et al. 2018, Kounkel et al. 2018, Grossschedl

et al. 2018, Kos et al. 2018, Damiani et al. 2019a, 2019b, Villa Vélez et al. 

2018, Cantat-Gaudin et al. 2018, 2019, Berlanas et al. 2019, Beccari et al. 

2018, Chen et al. 2019, Kuhn et al. 2019)

q Runaway stars (Oey et al. 2018, Gvaramadze et al. 2019, Drew et al. 2019, 

Kalari et al. 2019)



Selected Gaia DR2 examples (2/2)

Figure courtesy Roth Ritter

q Disrupting cluster in MW halo / Magellanic stream (Price-Whelan et al. 2018)

q Extended main-sequence turn-off and link to stellar rotation (Cordoni et al. 

2018, Lim et al. 2019, Marino et al. 2018, Li et al. 2019, Sun et al. 2019)

q Distance to Westerlund 1: MS turn-off 40 � 25 M⊙ (Aghakhanloo et al. 2019)

q White dwarfs and initial-final stellar mass relation (Salaris & Bedin 2018, 2019)

q Stellar rotation / spin down / gyrochronology (Curtis et al. 2019, Douglas et al. 

2019)



Selected Gaia DR2 examples (2/2)

Figure courtesy Roth Ritter

q Disrupting cluster in MW halo / Magellanic stream (Price-Whelan et al. 2018)
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2018, Lim et al. 2019, Marino et al. 2018, Li et al. 2019, Sun et al. 2019)

q Distance to Westerlund 1: MS turn-off 40 � 25 M⊙ (Aghakhanloo et al. 2019)

q White dwarfs and initial-final stellar mass relation (Salaris & Bedin 2018, 2019)

q Stellar rotation / spin down / gyrochronology (Curtis et al. 2019, Douglas et al. 

2019)

Hyades & Praesepe by Douglas et al. (2019)



Selected Gaia DR2 examples (2/2)

Figure courtesy Roth Ritter

q Disrupting cluster in MW halo / Magellanic stream (Price-Whelan et al. 2018)

q Extended main-sequence turn-off and link to stellar rotation (Cordoni et al. 

2018, Lim et al. 2019, Marino et al. 2018, Li et al. 2019, Sun et al. 2019)

q Distance to Westerlund 1: MS turn-off 40 � 25 M⊙ (Aghakhanloo et al. 2019)

q White dwarfs and initial-final stellar mass relation (Salaris & Bedin 2018, 2019)

q Stellar rotation / spin down / gyrochronology (Curtis et al. 2019, Douglas et al. 

2019)

Hyades & Praesepe by Douglas et al. (2019)NGC 6811 by Curtis et al. (2019)



q At which distance is the 
precision of Gaia astrometry 
smaller than the internal 
velocity dispersion? 

q Absorption = 1 mag kpc-1 and 
dispersion σv = 0.5 km s-1

q G2V stars:
q 1.0 kpc for DR2
q 1.7 kpc for DR4 (EoM)

q Giants:
q 2.1 kpc for DR2
q 3.3 kpc for DR4 (EoM)

Internal cluster kinematics
Image courtesy Carme Jordi
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The Hyades
q Nearby (~45 pc), intermediate age (~700 Myr), not reddened, huge 

area on sky (60°� 60°), large (peculiar) proper motion (110 mas yr-1), 
large (peculiar) radial velocity (40 km s-1)

q Well studied: >2500 papers since 1900

q Reino et al. (2018) used Gaia DR1/TGAS data (+ Hipparcos stars as 
needed to complement the bright end where Gaia is blind)

q Start with 2296 stars in field
q Add 908 literature radial velocities (vr)
q Determine membership only based on kinematics
q Find 251 candidate members (200 with vr)

q Past members demoted: 15
q New members with vr: 18

Figure courtesy Airbus DS 



Moving the Hyades 0.450 Myr into the future

Movie courtesy Jos de Bruijne



Major axis
Intermediate axis
Minor axis

q TGAS data confirm 
Hipparcos findings

q Cluster roughly 
spherical in core   
(rc ~ 3 pc) but 
flattened at larger 
radii (rt ~ 10 pc)

q Cluster flattened 
along galactic plane

q Naturally expected 
from tidal evolution 
over ~700 Myr

Principal axes of the moment-of-inertia matrix
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Stars colour coded with distance to centre
q Clear, dense core 

with significant 
spread of members 
out to large radii
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Stars colour coded with member likelihood
q Clear, dense core 

with significant 
spread of members 
out to large radii

q Some corona / halo 
stars are high-fidelity 
members
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q Clear, dense core 
with significant 
spread of members 
out to large radii

q Some corona / halo 
stars are high-fidelity 
members

q Cluster is resolved: 
spread reflects 
internal structure + 
projection

q “Soft edge” / gradual 
transition into fieldH
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Projections of the three principal axes added



Colour vs absolute-magnitude diagram
q Smooth main sequence 

over ~10 magnitudes
q Messy turn-off (rotation, 

binarity, Am stars, 
magnetic mixing, ...)

q Four giants (known 
before Gaia)

q Binary sequence visible
q Photometric errors in   

Johnson B-V dominate 
over absolute-
magnitude errors(!)

Main and binary 
sequence from 
Smith (2012)
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q Kinematic modelling: 

assume stars share 3D 

cluster space motion but 

allow for dispersion σv

q Use maximum likelihood 

method to fit 3D space 

motion, σv, and individual 

parallaxes, given the 

proper motions + errors

q Iterate: reject outliers 

(binaries, escapers, ...)

q Improved parallaxes for 

187 stars and            

σv ~ 0.25 km s-1

Colour vs absolute-magnitude diagram

Padova isochrone (675 Myr)
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q Substructure in main 
sequence around B-V ~ 0.4 

q Effects of convection in 
atmospheres and envelope 
(Böhm-Vitense gap)?

q D’Antona et al. (2002) show 
that isochrones are sensitive 
to convection treatment: 
mixing-length theory (MLT) 
versus full-spectrum 
turbulence (FST)

Colour vs absolute-magnitude diagram



q Substructure in main 
sequence around B-V ~ 0.4 
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From Gaia DR1/TGAS to Gaia DR2
q Lodieu et al. (2019) find 

85, 381, 568, and 710 
candidate members within 
3.1 (core radius), 9 (tidal 
radius), 18 (halo), and 30 
pc from the cluster centre

q A few bright members are 
missing

Figure courtesy Nicolas Lodieu
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Mass segregation

Figure courtesy Nicolas Lodieu
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Tidal tails(!)
q Known for globular clusters and 

disrupting dwarf galaxies

q Predicted for open clusters in 

1987 ... and finally discovered by 

Meingast & Alves (2019) and 

Röser et al. (2019)

q Leading/trailing out to 170/70 pc 

from centre (100° on sky) with 

292/237 members (only 25 pc 

thick)

q Same isochrone

Figures courtesy Stefan Meingast and Siegfried Röser

q See also Angelo et al. (2019), 

Yeh et al. (2019) for Ruprecht

147, Röser & Schilbach (2019) 

for Praesepe, Carrera et al. 

(2019) for M 67, Fürnkranz et al. 

(2019) and Tang et al. (2019) for 

Coma Berenices, Zhong et al. 

(2019) for h and ! Persei



Tidal tails(!)
q Known for globular clusters and 

disrupting dwarf galaxies
q Predicted for open clusters in 

1987 ... and finally discovered by 
Meingast & Alves (2019) and 
Röser et al. (2019)

q Leading/trailing out to 170/70 pc 
from centre (100° on sky) with 
292/237 members (only 25 pc 
thick)

q Same isochrone

Figures courtesy Stefan Meingast and Siegfried Röser

Hyades cluster
Leading tail
Trailing tail
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S shape predicted by 
N-body simulations 

(Terlevich 1987, 
Chumak et al. 2005, 

Ernst et al. 2011)
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Movie courtesy Stefan Meingast



Grazie per l'attenzione!

Figure courtesy ESA/Gaia/DPAC

q Introduction
q Globular clusters
q Open clusters

q Membership
q Gaia DR1
q Gaia DR2
q A case study: the Hyades



Movies

Figure courtesy Roth Ritter

q Viewgraph #15: gcmw.mov (credit Jos de Bruijne; resize to 2:1 axis ratio)
q Viewgraph #68: Hyades.mov (credit Jos de Bruijne)
q Viewgraph #85: Hyades movie Stefan Meingast not publically released yet


